Annual Report for: Kwacha Afrika
Term: January 1st 2015- December 20st 2015.
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Objectives

Outputs

Achievements during the past Year.
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There was more participation of the youths in the
county assembly so as to know on the different bills
and projects at are in line with Mombasa county’s
developments.
The use of social media platforms mainly twitter has
put issues in the limelight and that the county
government has reacted on the same.
Citizens were given the chance to review the Mombasa
county bill therefore their constitutional rights were
based upon.
Sensitization of the community most especially the
youths on issues of self reliance and equipment of
enterprenual skills and career guidance.
Female pupils are more active than male which is a plus
for girls taking leadership roles within the society
Some of the pupils have built their confidence and high
self esteem and are able to express themselves. This
was evident during the theatre performances where
some of the pupils were ready to take casts and do
presentation in terms of group work and answering
questions.
The young students in lower classes have also been able
to embrace the issues being discussed and appreciate
them as things that they may got through as they grow,
thus appreciate the mentorship sessions as learning
avenues.
Community members were really affected by the problems
and this was evident from their actions and reactions also
their tone variation when they were giving out their views.
From the reaction it is seen clearly that the participants want

•
•

•
•

Expected (as
stated in the
annual work
plans of the
partners.)
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Actual (reality as
noted after
implementation.)

to engage the county government in addressing this issue of
the dumpsite and environment and as well as ensure that
accountability is seen from the C.G.
Also they have realized the availability of platforms that they
can address their issues.

There was a large number of pupils reached plus their
teachers. This shows that the teachers did their best to
make sure that the pupils were present for the sharing
on issues pertaining to environment..
The intended message was well received. This was
evident by the engagement of the pupils in asking and
answering of questions.
The community saw it vital and important to address this
issue to the MCA and assured to actually sort audience with
him.

Describe in what way the intervention has supported the
attainment of the objectives and outputs of the Project
Document.

Output 2
Health, Gender
and Disability.
Department
Objective
To contribute to the
awareness and
appreciation of
Health, Gender and
Disability issues and
build the capacity of
youth in community
to demand, engage
and enjoy their full
rights.
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2000
individuals
631m/798
f} have
been
equipped
with
information
in sexual
reproductiv
e health
and life
skills so
that they
can be able
to address
health
issues and
make
informed
decisions
for their
future.

2500 individuals
{1100m/1400f}
were expected to
gain knowledge
and skills
through focus
group
discussion, and
forums.

1492 pupils
{631m/798f}
acquired skills and
knowledge through
focus group
discussion, dual
discussions , one on
one and forums

Generally, Gender , health and disability department had
activities and forums in schools and youth in the community.
Most of the activities took off at 3:00pm which was specifically
meant not to interfere with the normal learning of the schools
. To break the class monotony energizers were part and parcel
of the program aimed at ushering the mentees to the
discussions. For easy engagement and involvement, assorted
topics were given priority to act as an important plank for
discussions. The first component of this year based on focus
group discussions where role plays, dual discussions, school
forums and group work were some of the methods used.
From this engagement, significant numbers of issues were
identified. These issues were categorized into two main
thematic areas:
Strength
•

Some pupils are able to engage other pupils in
discussions during the sessions although some
lack probing questions of ensuring active
participation.

•

Pupils were willing to present their work and
ready to take roles especially on group work and
presentation and role plays. This was evident
during role plays.

•

A number of mentees are able to engage other
mentees in articulating some issues although
some lack adequate probing questions

•

Female pupils are more active than male which is
a plus for girls taking leadership roles within the

society
❖ Leadership aspect
•

Mentees were able to take the lead in mobilizing
others to attend the sessions and also controlling
of fellow pupils especially when sessions were
on

Areas of improvement
•

. Shyness among the pupils is still a challenge
making some mentees not ready to take
responsibilities during sessions

•

Self expression of the mentees in English is a
problem resulting to some participants not being
active during discussions

Key strength noted from the mentees was the capacity of
engaging other mentees. Through the help of the mentors and
the subject of discussion, some pupils showed their
potentiality of engaging and directing fellow pupils once given
opportunity. Although, this came out as strength among the
pupils, the difficult part of it was inadequate techniques of
probing more discussion for better understanding of issues.
Through this, the mentors managed to do an interview with
some of the pupils and Alice a class six at Maunguja primary
school had the following story of change;
“Hii program imeweza kutusaidia kama wasichana kujijua na
kuweza kujiepusha na shida nyingi za kimaisha kama vile mimba
za mapema. Maunguja mimba zimepungua sana kwa kutokana na
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mafunzo. Pia tumejengeka Uwezo wa kujieleza mbele ya watu
shuleni na hata nyumbani. Twaomba program iendelee ilituzidi
kusoma”
In the aspect of school mentorship other pertaining issues
were discussed especially the aspect of early teenage sexual
acts and early pregnancies in school going children. The
objective clearly to create awareness on the major causes of
teenage pregnancy and equip pupils with life skills to increase
their decision making capacity and build their confidence in
addressing challenges and demands in their day to day life. The
discussions centered on three themes; causes, effects and possible
mitigation measures of teenage pregnancy. In which during the
discussion the the below factors seemed to be the core driver of
the issues seen in the school gong pupils:
•

Uncontrolled feelings towards opposite sex.
This the intense urge from within the person to engage in
sexual activities upon seeing one of the opposite sex or
due to fantasies of being in the act of sex

•

Peer influence.
This is where a person is influenced by his or her friends
to engage in sexual activity based on the stories they
share, how they behave with their intimate friends.

•

Acute poverty level in the area.
This causes one to engage into sexual activities due to
lack of basic needs such as food, clothing and personal
things such as sanitary towels, perfumes etc.
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Governance
Department
Objective.
To build leadership
capacity and skills
of youth in order for
them to advocate
for their on all
issues that concern
them.

9481
individuals
4728m/475
3f} have
benefited
,equipped
with
information
on issues of
lobbying
and
advocacy,
civic
education,
budgeting
in county
governmen
t of Kilifi
and
Mombasa
and as well
as youth
engagemen
t on matters
of
developme
nt.

6355 individuals
{3725m/2603f}
were expected to
gain knowledge
and skills
through focus
group
discussion, and
forums and
seminars.

2120
Individuals{1713m
/1413f} acquired
skills and
knowledge through
focus group
discussion and
forums

As stipulated in the constitution 2010, it’s a right of every citizen
to information and involvement in all matters pertaining
development and democracy. It’s in line with this requirement
that the governance department, under the umbrella of kwacha
Afrika, has taken the initiative of diffusing civic education to the
community and other issues concerning societal developments,
through different programme areas.
Despite development efforts by diverse actors and the difficulties
faced by the Kenyan citizens’ society, most especially in
Mombasa County, the organization has been working with this
community where little development is incurred, to execute its
departmental objectives and programmes using the following
strategies to ensure efficiency in the dissemination of relevant
information as mentioned below:✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Community Outreaches
Meetings
Trainings and capacity building
Exchange visits.
Forums

The essence of using the above mentioned strategies is to display
the contents to the citizens therefore giving a chance the
participants to also see the actual sense of what is going on in
reality. These and much more are depicted in the following
documentation which unfolds the happenings that took place
during the year 2015.
Three major projects were implemented under the governace
departments and there after several objectives and goals have
been met. These projects/sub programmes included :
1. The launch of the Kuza project (imarisha Vijana) in
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which kwacha Afrika is a partner in the project headed
by Adam Smith international in which is one of the
project that seek to empower youths both
economically and skills wise, being implemented by
kwacha Afrika which act as the centre for training of
the target group. With four phases of training having
been completed.
2. Development of civic education program: This
programmed area of the department had much to be
undertaken, through partnership with other stakeholders
with the organization. For instance, the URAIA project is
spearheaded by URAIA trust in partnership with the
organization for implementation. This has been through
community outreaches and civic education programme
where
training of
different people to execute the
programme to sensitize the community on issues of good
governance, devolution, constitution and the role of the
citizens in constitution implementation. A total of 73
community activities have been conducted with an
inclusion of a social audit activity.
3. Youth lobbying and activism program: was another
area in which the department has been able to work
closely by supporting youths and mentoring them on
the issues of pushing for social inclusion and justice.
Some of the activities to support the youth lobbying and
activism included.
Citizen participation forums
The forums gave the citizens to exercise their constitutional right
hence participate in the developments of the county. For instance
free expressions of thoughts concerning the budget draft of the
2015-2016 financial year shed some light concerning how heir tax
is being utilized and their contributions towards nation building.
In addition, the open forums. This was geared to give the citizens
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a chance to know what the county government has on store for
them. Among the areas where these forums were conducted
included mwakirunge, likoni, mikindani and jomvu.
Activista meeting
The aim of the meeting was to bring the leaders together to
highlight some the activities they intended to conduct. One of the
activities that were discussed was on tax justice which was on the
process. There was no much to be discussed since there were few
members who were present.
Social media training
The training was conducted at kwacha premises where a tweeting
conference was held. Cases of poor service delivery and
incompetence in the leadership of Mombasa County were the key
drives why the training was held. Among the issues highlighted in
the training included the issues of land committee and the health
sector that have various loopholes s that need to be highlighted
on.
Social accountability training
The component of social audit was given priority in this training;
different youths were mobilized to ensure that there is
transparency in the project management by the county
government. He most affected area was changamwe hence youths
around that area were mobilized and trained to look upon that
issue.
Human rights defenders training
It took place in two junctures i.e. both in Mombasa county and
kilifi county. Having seen that there are many threats that tend to
affect many youths in their quest of advocating societal changes.
These trainings therefore provided the platform where the youths
could secure themselves ad have clear strategies in the protection
of themselves whenever they came across such issues. In addition
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to that, there was highlighting of the different fundamental rights
and freedoms that one is entitled to whenever encountered by
such issues in relation to the human rights defenders.
Training on religious extremism
C.S.O’s Meeting with Land County Committees. Throughout the
training there was a positive engagement and way forward
between the religious leaders and the CSOs on addressing
extremism in Mombasa County which has been the major
problem.
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Environment
Department.
Objective.
Support youth and
wider community to
develop their
capacity in the
issues of waste
management and
renewable energy
and to ensure that
their environmental
rights are realised.
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1700
individuals
930m/770f
} have
benefited
have
benefited in
embracing
new ways
of
addressing
waste
manageme
nt issues,
and getting
knowledge
on the use
of different
ways of
renewable
energy. As
well as
championin
g for a
cleaner
environme
nt in
Mombasa
County.

2600 individuals
{1720m/880f}
were expected to
gain knowledge
and skills
through focus
group
discussion, and
forums

1827 individuals
{534m/1292f}
acquired skills and
knowledge through
focus group
discussion and
forums

Environment conservation and protection, is one of the important
issues which need to be tackled and be taken into consideration in
everyone’s daily life. In Mombasa County and its environs alone,
there has been cases and evidence of lack of environment
protection and conservation hence the spread of waste, dieasesas,
insecurity and unwanted health hazards. Increase in the dwelling
and residential areas in Mombasa .It’s with this urge and the will
to curb this teething problem that Kwacha Afrika department of
Environment has initiated forums and discussions into
highlighting the issue of waste management and disposal,
environment protection and conservation.
In ensuring that both community and stakeholders get to find and
participate effectively in Environment activities the below
techniques or methods were used.
✓ Community Outreaches.
✓ Exchange visits.
✓ Forums.
The essence of using the above mentioned strategies is to display
the contents to the community and school going children therefore
giving a chance the participants to also see the actual sense of
what is going on in reality. These and much more are depicted in
the following documentation which unfolds the happenings that
took place during the year 2015.

1. DTV community outreaches: This was implemented in the
month of may to august in which a total of 12 outreaches were
held within mwakirunge wards Kisauni sub-county. The
project was funded by ActionAid and being implemented by

Kwacha Afrika in the specified target areas. The essence of the
project was to ensure that improving environmental, health and
social conditions for the residents in four villages i.e. Digirikani,
Mdengerekani, Nguu Tatu and Marimani located in the periphery
of the Bamburi dump site through creating awareness and
capacity building the communities so that they can be able to
discuss and advocate for their basic rights including health, food
security, basic education and freedom from gender based
violence. Throughout the activities, for easier dissemination of
information use of PET was fundamental in the these community
activities, some of the sentiments shared centred, on the level of
transparency, accountability and service delivery of the county
government to the citizens of the mwakirunge area in relation to
the mwakirunge dumpsite menace seen in the area . The
sentiments shared by the community a reflected were:
❖ “Wanajamii hawajachukua hatua isipokuwa Sauti Ya
Wanawake
walijaribu
kuandamana
lakini
polisi
wakawatawanya na kuwatia hofu.”(The people of
mwakirunge have not taken effective measure but it was
only left for sauti ya wanawaki who organized a
demonstration against the dumpsite.) said a woman
❖ Woman, “Sisi kama wanamwakirunge tungejikusanya
tumtafute councilor wetu. Umaskini pia unachangia kwa
hivo wazazi nawaomba tujitahidi tupikie watoto wetu
kabla hawajaenda shule.” (We as the resdents of nguu tatu
need to look for our MCA and talk to him. Also poverty
has lead our kids to look for food in the dumpsite.) said
one woman.
❖ Man, “MCA wetu, Bw. Enock hana-time ya kukutana na
wanajamii pia mchezo ule umetufunza njia ya kufuata.”
(Our MCA has never been around and does not have time
with the people and the good this the play have played a
big part to highlight us on how we can engage the MCA.)
said one man.
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❖ Kwa sasa MCA wetu bado hajafika hapa kuonana na
wanajamii kutokana na lile jaa lililoko pale mwakirunge,
na kwa hivyo ningependa kuimiza mzee wa mtaa afanye
mikakati yakuweza kumpata MCA ili aje atuambe upande
wa serikali umepanga vipi kuhusu lile jaa.
❖ Naona county imetutupa sana kuhusiana na shida
zinazotupata hapa, twaitaji mashule katika eneo letu na pia
hospitali kwa maana watoto wengi hapa wakiwa
wagonjwa ni lazima twende hospitali za mbali sana.
❖ MCA lazima aje hapa tupate kujuwa kwa nini lili jaa liko
pale na pia tujue kwa nini wakati wa kura anaonekana
Lakini sasa hapatikani kabisa.
Most of the residents at the target area s didn’t have basic services
such as health care centres, equipped schools, water, clean
environment, security and good roads. These lack such vital
services culminated to, to high student dropouts in school,
diseases, rape and molestation, infections and thugery among
others. The residents felt that it’s a high time that they should take
matters seriously as the county is not being responsible in solving
matters of concern to them. However the residents felt optimistic
in the way the constitution is structured and the rights that they
have to address the issues of environment affecting them.
2. In school activities a total of 5 activities took place In 5 school
these include, mwakirunge primary, marimani primary,
maunguja primary, Baraka and Digirikani primary school. The
pupils shared the following during the forums done in their
schools :
➢ nikimaliza siku tatu bila kula, ntaenda kutafuta chakula
ijapokuwa hayo chakula si masafi.” When I stay three
day without eating, I will go and look for food even
though the food is no clean. Said one of the boys.
➢ “msichana aliye na mimba au aliye na mtoto Anaeza
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kuenda pale kwa dumpsite kutafuta scrap auze apate pesa
ya kulisha mtoto na kujikimu.” A pregnant or a nursing
girl can go to the dumpsite to find some scrap metals to
sell so that she can food for the baby and other stuff for
herself. Said one of the girls. Lamented one of the girls.
➢ “Kupata pesa. Wakiokota chupa kisha wanauza.”(The
reasons most kids go to the dumpsite is to look for plastic
bottles to sell.)
➢ “Kutafuta midogorio ‘Nyama za Kibarani’ (To search
for waste meat in the dump site).
3.
These were some of the reactions shred during the sessions in
schools. Several gaps were identified and the both community
and pupils had to discuss way forward to ensuring that their
environment is safe in accordance to the Kenyan constitution.
World Environment Day: This was a one day event which
was done In collaboration with different stake holders and
mostly the day was to commemorate the importance of
environment in people’s lives and this was seen critical to the
community members of mwakirunge ward and its
peripheries. There were pre activities done by kwacha Afrika
in gearing up to the main event and these included: essay
writing, school cleanup, tree planting, wall murals and
exchange visits. The activities were mainly geared to school
going pupils and the pupils were greatly involved during the
big event. Kwacha Afrika facilitated most of the schools pre
activities in which pupils were taken through, essay writing
and mural drawings with the theme being, Seven Billion
Dreams. One Planet. Consume with care. The essay s and
drawings were later vetted and the winners awarded during
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the D-day. Some of the winning drawings from pupils were
later transferred to walls of the intended schools by kwacha
Afrika graffiti artists.
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3500
Theatre
Department.
Objective.
To Support youth to
develop their
talents in order to
create awareness in
the community on
social issues and
improve their
economic status.

Individuals
1800m/160
0f} have
benefited in
getting
efficient
information
through
edutainmen
t in the
community.

3200 individuals
{1953m/1247f}
were expected to
gain information
through theatre
engagement.

2010 individuals
{1300m/790f}
acquired skills and
knowledge through
theatre
performances.

The views of Different community members aired out during a
community outreaches, forums and group discussion that
took part between January and December of 2014 . The
activities were conducted drawing participants’ right from
youth, women and local administration for instance, and the
area village elder. The discussion of the day was accompanied
by performances ranging from verses and skits, all of which
were addressing the issues of environment and the effects of
dumpsite to the residents. The key outcome of the activities
and forums were agreed roles and responsibilities of
educating other community members for collective
community voice patterning to cleaner ways of protecting our
environment, renewable sources of energy issues and other
related problems affecting the society. Mostly different
stakeholders were involved in making these activities
successful, one of those being different
community
mobilizers. Meetings were held in which the main purpose of
the meetings was to share more and enlighten each other,
especially the mobilizers on how to work together with
Kwacha into enabling the objective of the activities to be
fulfilled succeful, and also to discuss the progress of the
project and set clear strategies for easy implementation
through community mobilization and engagement.
Some of the issues discussed during the meeting included, the
abilities and roles of the mobilizers in engaging the
community in ensuring that they avail themselves during the
sessions /forums in their community. In which the facilitator
wanted them to specify their roles in the community during
the project implementation the discussion as:
➢ Wanajamii wanapenda kupewa kitu au pesa wanapo
hudhuria vikao hivyo.
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➢ Wanasiasa pia wamechangia pakubwa sana katika
kuvuruga akili za wanajamii kwa ukuwapa pesa kila
wakati kunapokuwa na kongomano.
➢ Ni wakati mwafaka hivi sasa ambapo tunahitaji
kuhamasisha jamii kuhusu kuzingatia sana maendeleo
kuliko pesa
Generally the views from the mobilizers on the above
statements are the inability of the community members being
able to understand the impacts their attitudes on issues that
affect them.
There were also different school session which took place
during the year on matters of environment; These were
sessions which took place on the four different schools, which
were previously mapped in the project according to the four
target villages which they co-exist. The sessions were held on
different dates in the month of May, and the main targeted
schools included Marimani primary school, Maunguja Primary
school, Mwakirunge primary school and Digirikani Primary
School respectively. It mainly targeted school pupils who were
in the school environment clubs as stipulated in the objectives
of the project. Two main topics were carried out and
discussed and facilitated by the Kwacha Facilitators during the
month of May. The topics included Environmental issues
arising in their places of living in regards to the mwakirunge
dumpsite and Pollution. The youths were not left out to as
they were engaged in different forum to capacity build them
with information on how they can take care of the
environment and act accordingly when it comes to issues of
lobbying for their rights to live in clean environment.
Theatre troupe is a department under the umbrella of Kwacha
Afrika which uses theatre as a tool to sensitize the community
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on different issues affecting them (community). The troupe
performs dramatized items like choral verses, plays and skits,
narratives and songs to convey messages to the community.
The group’s strength lies in its ability to promote communityled solutions to youth problems using the medium of
participatory educational theatre (PET). The theater
crew/thespians have been educating community on issues
land, constitution, environment conservation, health issues
among others . These activities were conducted in different
areas namely; kilifi town (Delta club), Marafa, Colorado and
Mwembelegeza, and Mombasa county in genral. The items
presented during these activities included choral verses,
narrations and a short skirt.
The verses namely mafaili, land and pambazuko and the short
skit basically fight against the cultural practice that violates
the fundamental rights of young girls and women when it
comes to ownership and inheritance of land, wealth and
property. They (verses) also educate on women
empowerment, where women are encouraged to also to vie
for the same leadership posts as their male counterparts
hence gender equality.
The narrations quoted chapters from the Kenyan constitution
that gives women the powers to own property both from their
parents and husbands as well. These were narrated since
most community members do not read the constitution hence
do not know their rights. Also the emergence of radical groups
and attitude among youths were taken into consideration
when it comes countering violence extremism and several
skits, plays and choral verses engaged the youths on those
issues, both in Kilifi and Mombasa county in general.
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Challenges for past
the one year.

➢ Through the success stories that were captured during the
activities especially community outreaches it was a plus in that,
it help in sharing of information between the participants and
also opened eyes of the community members on what is
happening to the ground
➢ Other community members are demanding to be paid so
as to attend the sessions, which sometimes makes it
difficult to get the target numbers of audience per
outreach..
➢ Lack of IEC materials during the activities was a
challenge for the mobilizers to achieve the set target
number of participants. This is due to lack of motivation
to the participants.
➢ Most of the participants arrive late during these forum
and hence constraint in time, and this results to
postponement of some important issues.
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ACTIVITIES PHOTO GALLERY.

Students at Kisauni high raising their hands to give their opinions on issues pertaining to radicalization
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Mwakirunge pupils doing a group work on matters of health and gender.
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Kwacha Afrika Thespians doing a choral verse during one of the community Forums.
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Kwacha Afrika’s moderator engaging a community member during a forum.
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Youths from different areas of Mombasa County in a Lobbying and Advocacy Workshop.
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